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A toast to the BMJ

A Paton

The Bnitish Medical Journal shares its 150th anniver-
sary with the introduction of universal penny postage
and the issue of the first adhesive postage stamp, that
masterpiece of miniature art, the Penny Black. As a
devoted stamp collector and equally addicted reader
of the BM7 I find this a happy conjunction; more so
as I discovered that the early issues of the journal
were franked with an attractive newspaper stamp (figs
1 and 2).

Origins
Although the official anniversary year is 1840, the

journal had its origins in the Transactions of the
Provincial Medical and Surgical Association. This asso-
ciation (1833-53), which was based in Worcester, was,
as all good British doctors know, the forerunner of the
British Medical Association. The Lancet had begun
publishing in 1823. The Transactions are modest octavo
volumes of 400 pages of formal addresses, lectures
and case reports, and proceedings, with occasional
coloured mezzotints, usually of pathological specimens
or people with skin conditions. The first number of the
Provincial Medical and Surgical Jrournal appeared on
Saturday 3 October 1840; it had a dozen pages devoted
to lectures and case reports and eight pages of adver-
tisements. The name was changed to Association
Medical Jrournal in 1853 when it merged with the
London Journal of Medicine and the Transactions
stopped publication. Four years later, when the pro-
vincial association became a national body, it became
the British MedicalJournal.
For someone who has never got over the weekly fix

provided by children's comics the massed ranks of the
BMJ provoke a mixture of craving and sadness:
anxiety as to what jewels lie hidden within forever and
the realisation that a single person would need to
devote a lifetime to the search. The 300-odd volumes
occupy 32 shelves in the BMA library-a total length of
28-7 m. From 1861 the journal settled into its current
format of two volumes a year, numbered i and ii until
1980, when they were replaced by a cumulative half
yearly volume number starting at 280. By the 1870s
each volume ran to over 1000 pages; some of the fattest
and most unwieldy tomes from around the turn of the
century reach almost 2000 pages and weigh nearly 5 kg.
Perhaps this is why the journal was divided into
quarters between 1967 and 1975, though the thinner
paper of the present day makes a volume of 1700-odd
pages-each weekly issue, we are told, is the size in
words of an average novel-just about manageable.

Content
The modern reader has little difficulty in recognising

the style, layout, and content of former BMJ's and
will readily sympathise with many of the concerns
expressed therein-for example, "quacks destroy
more lives than actual warfare" (1850). Take a typical
issue of a hundred years ago, edited by the legendary
Ernest Hart and containing some 50 pages of text in
two columns. It begins with three case reports, an
informative review of sudden death, and a presidential

address (spread between two issues), in which "the
lecturer spoke without any notes for upwards of an hour
and a quarter" and the lecture ended "to great
applause." These are followed by a number of clinical,
therapeutic, obstetric, forensic, and other memoranda;
reviews of papers in foreign journals; reports of
societies and colleges in this country and abroad (by
"our own correspondent"); and intelligence from
Europe (the editor had evidently been in Paris) and
from India and the colonies, from the armed services,
and from public health and poor law. Interestingly, the
four editorials are as short and pithy as those of today.
The emphasis was very much on news with many

small items throughout the issue; towards the end were
listed vacancies for jobs, a diary of meetings, and hours
of attendance and operations at London hospitals.
Correspondence was subject to considerations of space
as it is today, but it is difficult to see what purpose was
served by printing a list of some 140 names of corre-
spondents who had been unsuccessful. Obituaries
consisted of notices of deaths, with an occasional short
memorial for BMA members. A section on queries had
been present from the start, later called the "Editor's
Letter Box" (the questions were from "Worried" and
"Perplexed Emdee"), and finally "Any Questions?,"
which came to occupy a whole page. A nine page
supplement contained advertisements for textbooks,
instruments, medications, insurance, and medical
agents. Association intelligence occupied a two page
centrefold, though at the, end of the year the annual
retrospect meant that "numerous letters, notices and
other communications are unavoidably crowded out."

Past and present
Three features in particular distinguish this early

BMJ' from its modern counterpart. Firstly, its inter-
national outlook, in both medicopolitical and scientific
affairs, is hardly surprising perhaps in view of the
British Empire but is also strikingly "European." We
may take pride in the fact that the present journal
attracts 25% of its articles from a wide variety of
countries abroad and that there are regular accounts of
foreign experience and "Letters from..." but the
sense of participation does not feel so strong. Secondly,
the ordered layout that the present reader has come to
expect, both in individual sections and in scientific
articles, is missing; this seems to have evolved from
about the 1930s, though some of the details were in
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FIG 1-Newspaper stamp with
which early copies of thejournal
were franked Penny Black,
issued on 6 May 1840

Chadlington, Oxon
OX7 3NJ
A Paton, FRCP, honorary
consultant physician
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1920s
* 1921: Frederick Banting, Charles Best, and

James Collip, working in John Macleod's
laboratory, isolate insulin

* 1926: George Minot and William Murphy
claim the successful treatment of pernicious
anaemia with a diet of raw liver

* 1929: Hans Berger invents the
electroencephalograph
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FIG 3-Appearance of the larynx
and vocal cords when singing
falsetto ("BMJ" 1883;ii810)

place, as we shall see, a good deal earlier. And, thirdly,
except for an occasional pathological specimen or piece
of apparatus there is an almost complete absence of
illustrations, which is hard on today's "visuate" reader,
who,'it se'ems, has difficulty reading unrelieved text.
Not that the journal did not use current technology:

black and white pictures, presumably from wood-
blocks, of new instruments for depressing the eyelids
in operations to correct squints we're present in the first
issue. A sepia photograph appeared on 27 October
1883; presulmably copies were pasted into each issue by
hand. It depicted the larynx and vocal cords of a
teacher of voice production, Mr Behnke, singing
falsetto'-a remarkable technical achievement (fig 3).
In the accompanying report of Mr Lennox Browne'9s
presentation at a BMA annual meeting a footnote states
that "members present had then an opportunity of
seeing Mr Behinke's larynx in the laryngeal mirror,
which,3 illumin'ated ~by limelight, he himself held
in his throat, at the same time singing various
tones." A friend who is both a- photographer and an
otola'ryngologist told me that even with modern equip-
ment it is often difficult to get satisfactory photographs.
The use of colour photographs was for long inhibited

by cost, but there is a striking plate of transilluminated
sinuses in the issue of 25 March 1905 (fig 4), and one of
the most memorable images. in my tie., already over
20 years old, is the collection of colour pictures of
Cyril Clarke's butteriies (7 Octobelr 1967) (fig 5). Even
so it is a pale shadow beside today's riot of colour.
Interestingly, a radiograph of the -hand was published,
on 25 January 1896, within a year of Rontgen's
discovery of x rays.

Originals
The first scientific articles were mainly case reports

by single authors or long reviews of current practice by
eminent authorities. References were few and confined
to footnotes; they began to be collected at the end of
articles from 1877. Over 100 years later the BMJ led
the way in standardisation of references (by adopting
the Vancouver style) in part, I like to think, owing to
pressure from authors fed up with having to change the
style for each journal to which they submitted papers.
Conclusions, and then summaries appeared sporadic-
ally at the end of papers in the early 1920s, at a time
when "originals" were increasingly replacing reports of
meetings. The summary (called abstract since 1981-
What's in a name?) was placed at the beginning of
articles from July 1968, fuelled perhaps by the in-
creasing complexity of scientific papers: ". . . real
articles are now the abstracts; the rest ofeach article is a

technical report, available if needed, but rarely read."'
A straw poll among colleagues showed that few read
the originals except in their own field but nearly all
valued the abstracts.

Early originals were largely unstructured, informal,
and subjective. The trend towards objectivity was
apparent by the end of the last war and led to the
present rigid structure by which scientific articles are
divided into introduction, methods, results, and dis-
cussion (IMRAD). While this is a help to the tiro
author, it has been attacked by Medawar as fraudulent
because research is made out to be logical and objective
when in reality it is quite messy.2 The use of statistics,
which looms so large today, had been broached in an
article by Donald Mainland entitled "Problems of
chance in clinical work" on 1 August 1936, but it took
another 10 years before their general acceptance.
Almost certainly a major impetus was the superb
postwar papers from the Medical Research Council
units concerned with clinical trials.
Memoranda (largely case histories) were a feature of

the journal from the beginning. Different specialty
headings gave way to clinical and then medical memo-
randa, which have been called the Rolls-Royce of
medical articles. They are hard to write well and a
useful exercise for the aspiring writer. In 1976 they
were transformed into condensed (short) reports of600
words, which not only allowed a greater number of
originals but also imposed a restriction on authors'
verbosity; most important messages can be conveyed
in this form.

Editorial matters
Leading articles were always published in the

middle of the journal and- were divided into full
editorials and shorter annotations. Tradition was
broken in January 1963 when they appeared at the
beginning, and other rearrangements of the layout
were made. The first page also had a column of
"Pointers," comprising brief summaries of what
the reader might expect within, which disappeared
abruptly at the end of 1970 but was resurrected in the
current "This week in the BM7." By long established
practice editorials were unsigned; after a great deal of
argument and heart searching behind the scenes signed

FIG 4-Transilluminated sinuses ("BMJ" 1905;i:650)
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FIG S- Two ofeight pictures of
varieties ofswallow butterfly:
"Papilio machaon" (left) and
"Pasteias" (right) ("BMJ"
1967;iv:7)

....: .,... :

leaders were first published in the issue of 3 October
1981, and as far as I know the world didn't come to an
end. Book reviews-there were three in the first
issue-were also usually anonymous, though some-
times initialled; signatures began to appear rather
tentatively in early 1947 and are now the rule, though
today's reader is hard put to find them.

Obituaries
Death notices were first printed in 1842; substantial

obituaries-always a popular read, though I dislike
the present back to front presentation-were not
published till the 1890s, when sometimes the cause of
death was given. Consult the journal between the wars
if you want to see the obituary at its fulsome peak,
with a large portrait and several signed attributions,
not simply initials-a maddeningly coy practice that
encourages the inquisitive reader to waste time con-
sulting the Medical Directory. As an example Clifford
Allbutt's obituary in 1925 occupied five and a bit pages

of text plus a full page for the majestic photograph;
there was also a leading article.
Like others the BMJ suffered during the dark days

that followed the last war; in the winter of 1947 it was
reduced for two weeks to a couple of typewritten
foolscap pages. As with others, too, the hardships of
the 1950s led to a determination to work for better
things; the efforts have borne much attractive fruit in
the past 20 or so years. Many of the changes are not as
innovative as they may seem at first, but the introduc-
tion of the "Personal View" at the beginning of 1968
looked revolutionary in view of the anonymity and
high seriousness that characterised much of the non-
scientific matter (Do I mean dullness?). Although the
section went through a lean period after the first 10
years and was nearly axed, personal views continue to
show that many doctors have the gift of the pen (and
now the word processor), aided no doubt by a little
help from editors, and are not illiterate or uncaring. Its

continued on page 755
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Hospital Ward (1920)
Hilding Linnqvist (1891-1984; Swedish)

The strong predilection in Sweden for the primitive and naive
in painting lastedfrom the 1920s until the middle of this
century. Not the naivety ofthe untrained artist but a deliberate
adoption ofa childlike style by professional artists, its
characteristics are well brought out in Linnqvist's "Hospital
Ward";for all its seeming simplicity the picture is both subtle
and complex. The relative size ofthe doll-likefigures is
determined by the psychological interest, with the main group
looming large and occupying the entireforeground. The other
figuresfade rapidly into insignificance through the tunnelling
effect ofthe perspective-a deliberate ambiguity ofscale. The
restricted use ofcolour is also important to the overall design.
Linnqvist creates a rhythmic pattern as well as clinical
detachment by contrasting bold areas ofblue and white with
smaller horizontal bands ofpinkish red. The impersonal
nature ofthis picture is chilling-a glimpse ofMr Clarke's
future National Health Service perhaps.

CLASSIC OF THE DECADE

1926: Percival Bailey's and Harvey Cushing's A
Classification ofthe Tumors ofthe Glioma Group
on a Histo-genetic Basis, with a Correlated Study
ofPrognosis. Philadelphia: J B Lippincott.
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editing and did a fine job in creating Tropical Doctor at
the Royal Society of Medicine (so I am told by my close
friend Alan Woodruff). Kyra said that the only regret
he ever had was that, being the seventh child of a
parson in Suffolk, he could not make a career in clinical
medicine -at that time it was impossible to climb that
ladder without money.

In short, we both made careers in ways we had not
intended. In epidemiology I had learned enough
medicine (and as a patient all those years earlier) to talk
to him as a doctor; he had learned enough epidemiology

to recognise its value and its methods. Maybe it was
partly this that brought us to a mutual understanding
and to a friendship that now, at least 30 years later, I
look back on with great pleasure, and with great
pleasure write down these recollections of a really great
editor. Hugh, did you remember in the 1980s the
student who had to write an essay on the three
subjects-divinity, nobility, and chastity-and did so
in 11 words:
"'My god,' said the Duchess, 'take your hand off my
knee."'

A toast to the BMJ

continuedfrom page 743

first contributor, Lord Platt, also initiated "Materia
Non Medica" on 4 October 1975 with a piece about the
surgeon Arthur MacNulty, whom he had discovered
was related to Hester Piozzi (Mrs Thrale). Devoted to
matters whose sole connection with medicine was that
they were discussed by doctors, these occupied a proud
page of the journal for some years until relegated (as
were "Any Questions?") to the ignominious stature of
fillers -and it shows.
A few years later another momentous first arose

through contact with Elizabeth Brain, a medical artist
and wife of Michael Brain, a haematologist in Canada
and son of Lord Brain. This was the remarkable ABC
series of illustrated articles, which began in 1978 with
an ABC of Ophthalmology by P A Gardiner. Mistress-
minded (quite rightly we are not allowed to be male
chauvinist in the BMJr) by Jane Smith of the editorial
staff, the series may be said to have started changes in
design and typography, with an emphasis on illustra-
tions (known in the trade as "pics"), which have been
widely acclaimed. Ten years on we have an Economist
look-alike that has won an award but has been received
by doctors, who on the whole don't like change, with
mixed reactions.
An important feature of the journal from 1892 was

the epitome of current published work, many pages of
abstracts from journals around the world occupying
the back of each issue. They were killed off by the last
war but were subsequently published by Hugh Clegg
from 1947 to 1971 as a separate journal called Abstracts
of World Medicine. They provided welcome pocket
money-10 shillings (50p) if memory serves-for
impecunious registrars who cared to translate from
French, German, or Italian. This seeming diversion is
designed to show that apparent novelties are often
variations on an old theme: thus the spicy comments on
articles from current journals started by Minerva in

October 1976. With Minerva's column being arguably
a more popular item than the obituaries, the BMJ must
be the only journal that has to be read backwards.
Minerva's identity is a closely guarded secret; rumour
has it that the original wager of a fiver still stands.

An appreciation
Over 100000 copies of the BMJ are printed each

week; a third of them go abroad. It is read by
laypeople, students, doctors of all specialties, and
other health professionals. I was given copies as a
schoolboy in the 1930s by our family doctor, John
Thwaites, a keenBMAman and later a deputy editor of
the journal. It used to be available on W H Smith's
bookstalls on Fridays, but I haven't spotted it recently,
perhaps because it is now deemed too specialised and
costs £4.10 a copy. Repeatedly I hear complaints from
individual doctors that it no longer caters to their
needs, but I suspect that a poll would confirm its
continuing popularity and that it still fulfils its original
aim "to educate, inform and entertain." Its great merit
is that it has something for everyone: like with a
favourite newspaper one thumbs through the pages
sampling titbits of information.

If reading is a pleasure writing for the BMJ carries a
special cachet and puts the author in touch with
doctors throughout the world. Aspiring writers may
like to know that the journal is particularly generous in
supporting its authors. I submitted an unsolicited
editorial (never do that) as a keen young registrar in
1953 and have had journalistic work put my way ever
since. My belief is that the journal will adapt, as it
constantly has in the past, to whatever changes the
future has in store and will triumphantly celebrate its
bicentenary in 2040.

1 Waksman BH. Information overload in immunology. Possible solutions to the
problem of excessive publication. J Immunol 1980;124:1009-15.

2 Medawar PB. Is the scientific paper fraudulent? Saturday Review 1964;47:42.
(For comment see BrMedj 1%5;ii:868-9.)
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